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This includes Troll: Taken by the beast, Troll 2: Taken by the Beast Reborn, and Troll
3: The Troll&#x2019;s Brood Harlots.
*** EXPLICIT CONTENT THROUGHOUT*** Approximately 44,000 words this story
includes extremely explicit descriptions of sexual acts and sexual themes like monster
sex, virgin sex, anal sex, rimming, bisexual female encounters, oral sex, bondage,
extreme group sex, gangbang sex, and much more...
The Troll Collection takes place in a medieval world of magic and mystery. It is meant
for mature readers over 18 years of age.
Troll: Taken by the Beast
For as long as any of the villagers can remember there has been a pact, every fifth
year a virgin who has come of age is offered to the mountain troll as payment for his
protection of their village. This is the year of offering and six girls have come of age,
eighteen year old Kara is one of them. One girl is picked and offered to fulfill the pact
but the troll has his own ideas of who should be taken and bred by the beast.
*** EXPLICIT CONTENT*** Approximately 13,000 words this story includes extremely
explicit descriptions of sexual acts and sexual themes like monster sex, virgin sex,
anal sex, rimming, bisexual female encounters, oral sex, bondage, and much
more&#x2026;
Troll 2: Taken by the Beast Reborn
Since the troll has been killed, it has left Kara&#x2019;s town to fend for itself against
the orc attacks. Desperate and defeated her town turns to any likely sources to help
them in their plight against the orcs. Kara turns to Adisa to relieve the pressures of
war and is caught by a visiting priest who takes advantage of the young girl&#x2019;s
situation. It is the beginning of a mission to save their town, Kara will be pushed to her
very limits physically and sexually to save her family and friends. Will they find the
allies they need? Will their town survive their darkest days? Will Kara make the
ultimate sacrifice of her body and freedom to save the town? Will she allow herself to
be ravaged by the beast for the sake of her people?

*** EXPLICIT CONTENT*** Approximately 15,000 words this story includes extremely
explicit descriptions of sexual acts and sexual themes like monster sex, virgin sex,
anal sex, rimming, bisexual female encounters, oral sex, BDSM and much more...
Troll 3: The Troll&#x2019;s Brood Harlots
It has been weeks since Kara and Adisa gave themselves to the troll as payment for
protecting Goathland from their neighboring orc tribe. His hunger for the carnal is
every bit as large as his appetite for food. But life could always be worse, he could
invite his clan to partake in the carnal delights that the human women have to offer.
He can, and he will.
*** EXPLICIT CONTENT*** Approximately 16,000 words this story contains extremely
explicit descriptions of sexual acts and sexual themes including monster sex, oral sex,
extreme group sex, gangbang sex, voyeurism, masturbation and much more...
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